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Home is wherever her heart is…
Kasia Mazur has always walked a fine line between her two worlds—one where the modest, traditional
values instilled by her hardworking, immigrant parents clash with the decadent lifestyles of those she spends
her days with—the rich and the privileged of the elite schools she attends on scholarship.
Kasia has always known who she is and has stayed true to herself. When she takes a chance on someone
from the other side of the tracks—the type of man Kasia has always avoided—he leads her onto a path filled
with love, happiness, sin, and regret.
When Kasia is forced to make a choice between two men who love her deeply, which life will she
choose—one that comes with great wealth, power and risk, or will she find her heart’s desire at home?

Let Me Go is Book 3 in this series of stand-alone but connected romances.
Intended for readers 18 and older due to mature sexual content
There is heartbreak, there is betrayal, and there are toe-curling sex scenes...You've been officially warned.
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From reader reviews:

Lanell Sessions:

The book Let Me Go can give more knowledge and information about everything you want. Why then must
we leave the best thing like a book Let Me Go? Some of you have a different opinion about guide. But one
aim in which book can give many data for us. It is absolutely right. Right now, try to closer along with your
book. Knowledge or information that you take for that, you may give for each other; it is possible to share all
of these. Book Let Me Go has simple shape but you know: it has great and massive function for you. You
can seem the enormous world by open up and read a publication. So it is very wonderful.

Douglas Quintanar:

What do you about book? It is not important to you? Or just adding material when you require something to
explain what you problem? How about your spare time? Or are you busy person? If you don't have spare
time to perform others business, it is gives you the sense of being bored faster. And you have extra time?
What did you do? All people has many questions above. They need to answer that question simply because
just their can do this. It said that about guide. Book is familiar in each person. Yes, it is suitable. Because
start from on pre-school until university need this kind of Let Me Go to read.

Cassandra Sanderson:

Information is provisions for anyone to get better life, information these days can get by anyone from
everywhere. The information can be a knowledge or any news even restricted. What people must be consider
any time those information which is inside former life are challenging be find than now's taking seriously
which one would work to believe or which one typically the resource are convinced. If you receive the
unstable resource then you have it as your main information you will see huge disadvantage for you. All
those possibilities will not happen throughout you if you take Let Me Go as the daily resource information.

Dona Cole:

Guide is one of source of know-how. We can add our knowledge from it. Not only for students but also
native or citizen have to have book to know the change information of year to be able to year. As we know
those ebooks have many advantages. Beside all of us add our knowledge, also can bring us to around the
world. From the book Let Me Go we can take more advantage. Don't you to definitely be creative people?
To be creative person must choose to read a book. Merely choose the best book that suitable with your aim.
Don't possibly be doubt to change your life at this time book Let Me Go. You can more attractive than now.
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